Product Sheet

Increase your customer sign up rates with instant
forms population of user’s ID data.
Nothing can be more frustrating for a customer than having to fill out lengthy forms on their
small mobile devices. That’s why more customers abandon the process than actually complete it.
With Fastfill your customers no longer need to laboriously key enter their personal data.
Fastfill turns your customers mobile device into a ID data extraction and population tool.

How it works
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When customers arrive at your form
fill-in page they see a “Scan your ID”
option in addition to traditional key
entry fields.
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Customers simply tap the scan ID
button, hold up their passport,
driver license or governmentissued ID to their device camera.

3
Fastfill scans the ID, extracts the
data it contains and then places
the data into your form. It takes
just a second or two.
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Product Sheet

Turn your customers smartphone into an ID
data extraction and population tool

% Save your customers time with near instant form filling
% Increase process completion rates by 20-30%
% Create a user experience that customers love
% Reduce data entry errors

Features & benefits
Great user experience

Improve customer acquisition ROI

Customers do business with
companies that offer them fast
and easy mobile experiences.

It costs a lot to bring a prospect to
your sign up form. You can’t afford
to have them abandon the process at
that point.

Increase process completion rates

Speed your customers along

Transform laborious and error prone
key entry into a near-instant automated
process.

Saving your customers nearly 60
seconds of data entry is a gift they’ll
appreciate.

Worldwide

Cross platform

Fastfill processes passports, driver and
government IDs issued by over 100
countries.

Fastfill is available for iOS and Android
apps that run on any smartphone or
tablet. Able to read bar code, MRZ and
non-encoded IDs.

Easy to implement

Customizable

Our Fastfill SDK integrates seamlessly
into your mobile app with only an
hour of developer time.

Fastfill is customizable to match your
app’s look and feel and to meet the
requirement of your business process.

Learn more about Fastfill at jumio.com or contact us at sales@jumio.com or 650.424.8545
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